Surgical Treatment of Carotid Artery Stenosis.
The indications for carotid endarterectomy (CEA) and carotid artery stenting (CAS) have not been established. CEA is more appropriate than CAS if soft atherosclerotic plaques are included in the stenotic lesion, since such soft plaques are associated with a high incidence of ischemic complications during CAS. This report presents our surgical methods and the clinical results of CEA and CAS, and suggests an appropriate treatment strategy using plaque diagnosis, especially for high-risk patients. From January 2001 until December 2013 we surgically treated carotid stenosis in 241 lesions by CEA, and 309 lesions by CAS. The average age of the patients was 70.5 in CEA and 71.4 in CAS. The symptomatic stenosis rate was 67 % and the average stenotic rate was 82 % in CEA; these were 61 % and 66 %, respectively, in CAS. Stenosis of carotid arteries was relieved in all cases after CEA or CAS. Peri-operative mortality with CEA and CAS was 0.4 % (1/241) and 0.3 % (1/309), respectively. Morbidity by ischemic stroke with CEA and CAS was 2.9 % (7/241) and 1.6 % (5/309), respectively. Surgical morbidity was not high in patients with medical risk factors. Carotid stenotic lesions can be treated with comparably low morbidity and mortality rates using CEA and/or CAS even with high risks when appropriate surgical methods are selected, considering each characteristic of carotid stenosis using plaque diagnosis.